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H. HAMLIN
Among the numerous tribes of Indians living in Oklahoma the
Seminoles offer some interesting phenomena for study which may
contribute information on the subject of race mixture and its rela-
tionship to environment and health. The early history of the tribe
in its original habitat of the Florida Everglades is not without
romantic color, embodying as it does the Spanish occupation of the
Southeastern United States and the stormy times before and after
the War of 1812 that culminated in the Florida purchase. Many
other tribes besides the Seminoles were occupying rich lands that
European settlers coveted for plantations so that agitation for
removal of the Indians by coercion gained increasing favor. Slavery
augmented the conflict since negro deserters were continually seek-
ing refuge among the Indians, especially in parts that now con-
stitute Georgia and Florida.
It is recorded that as early as 1785 bands of Cherokees, Choc-
taws, Delawares and Shawnees began migrating west to settle
because of pressure from whites along the borders of their old
domain and the scarcity of game. The transfer of Indians compris-
ing the Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek and Seminole tribes
from their indigenous habitat to lands in what is now the state of
Oklahoma was carried on with continuous difficulty until after 1840.
The government was forced to conduct two expensive military cam-
paigns against the Seminoles, and over a thousand recalcitrants
refused to be caught and expatriated. These survivors remained in
Florida. By 1906 around 100,000 individuals, of whom only about
26.4 per cent were full-bloods, had been officially enrolled as the
Five Civilized Tribes and had been given individual land grants.
From the foregoing historical outline the possibilities of com-
parative study on the present-day Seminoles in both Oklahoma and
Florida can be understood. Such a project was sponsored by the
Laboratory of Anthropology at Santa Fe, New Mexico, during the
summer of 1932 and placed under the direction of Dr. W. M.
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Krogman* of the Anatomy Department of Western Reserve Uni-
versity. The greater part of the work resolved itself into the com-
pilation of detailed anthropometric measurements of selected indi-
viduals. The tribal rolls, upon which the government based the
land allotments, made feasible the deduction of rather accurate
genealogical tables for four or five generations. The statements of
every subject concerning his or her family were checked and pro-
tracted further by comparison with Campbell's Abstract of Seminole
Indian Census Cards2, which proved an invaluable source of infor-
mation. It is hoped that opportunity may avail to correlate the
findings on physical measurements and other criteria of the
Oklahoma Seminoles with the results of a similar procedure among
the Seminoles still living in Florida, the latter serving as a control
group.
Ethnic Composition
In order to ascribe significance to the disease incidence in the
population of Oklahoma Seminoles studied it is necessary to define
as closely as possible what is meant by "pure Seminole" and "mixed
Seminole" of Oklahoma and "Florida Seminole". Throughout the
historical literature concerning the Florida Seminoles there is refer-
ence to the close affinity between them and the Lowert Creeks.
Nash"2, in describing the present-day Florida Seminoles, states
"that the purest Seminole in Florida is apt to be the bearer of
several racial characters. The Spaniards were in Florida before the
Seminoles split off from the Lower Creeks. Indians were in Florida
before the Seminoles split off from the Lower Creeks, and the
Seminole most certainly took to wife the Indians he conquered in
battle." With considerable supporting evidence Swanton"3 states
that the Seminole tribe did not derive its origin from a band of
Creek outcasts as has been represented so often, but from a distinct
tribe, the Oconee, who were affiliated with the Creeks but always
on the outer margin of the confederacy and to a considerable extent
an independent body, representing not the Muskogee, but the
*Grateful acknowledgment is hereby made for the use of an unpublished
exhaustive report by Dr. Krogman on the Anthropometry of the Oklahoma
Seminoles.
tThe Creeks were separated into "Upper" and "Lower" according to terri-
torial occupation in the Southeast.
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Hitchiti speaking peoples of southern Georgia. Archxological evi-
dence of more ancient Seminole racial affinity is offered by
Hrdli'cka8, who was able to distinguish two separate, though
undoubtedly related types, based on cranial studies of Muskogean
remains; a more numerous and probably older "round-headed"
type, representing migrations from the west or southwest, and a less
numerous and evidently more recent "oblong-headed" type that
approached the northern Algonquin. The Seminole skulls showed
characteristics of the latter.
After the Creek war of 1813-14 a great many Creeks from the
upper Creek country moved into Florida. They increased the popu-
lation considerably and began mixing with the predominant Hitchiti
(Oconee) racial element. This new strain was definitely Creek and
later came to be identified with the Seminole. Such an interpreta-
tion is substantiated further by Wissler'5, who classifies the lan-
guages of the Upper Creeks, Lower Creeks, and Seminoles together
under the northern division of Muskogee proper. It seems clear
that the Florida Seminoles were originally derived from the non-
Muskogean Hitchiti of Georgia admixed with the earlier Floridian
Yamasee and Yuchi, and this combination later admixed with
Muskogee, mostly Creek. Before his departure for the west there-
fore, the Florida Seminole undoubtedly had a high percentage of
Creek blood; and the two by impact of association had become linked
enough in language and culture to obscure their separate origin.
Before the advent of Seminole stock in the west there was
unquestionably an appreciable amount of negro blood present. This
was a result of slavery, which reached its greatest development as a
social practice in the Southeast during the latter part of the eight-
eenth and the first half of the nineteenth centuries. Large numbers
of slaves apparently succeeded in escaping from their masters to gain
sanctuary among the Florida Indians. It would seem that negroes
were usually anxious to make their way into Florida where they
were often able to acquire a kind of group independence among the
Indians. A large number of negroes accompanied the Five Tribes
on their westward migration, including slaves of the Indians as well
as those who had intermarried and their offspring. To the Creek
fraction represented in Florida Seminole blood, therefore, must be
added an unknown but quite definite component representing negro
admixture acquired prior to removal. There probably had been
some infusion of white blood with the Seminoles through Spanish
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intermixture before they took up residence in the west. Nash"2,
Giddings3 and Bartram' predicate its occurrence in their writings,
but the emphasis on the negro element is much greater. According
to Nash"2, the amount of white blood in the modern Florida Semi-
noles has increased to some extent, and this view is confirmed by
others, notably Hrdlikcka8. On the other hand negro intermixture
among the present-day descendants of the original Florida Semi-
noles has declined. The population has been reported to be around
500 for a number of decades so that investigators have been able to
tabulate race crossing with some certainty'0. White half-castes are
granted full status by the Indians and an increase in their number
is predicted for the future. Presumably, the propagation of white
blood in the Florida Indians since the Seminole wars may be attrib-
uted to the offspring of unsanctioned Indian-White matings.
It must be remembered that the tracing of genealogies among
the Seminoles, whether in Florida or Oklahoma, is liable to unavoid-
able error. On interrogation the Seminole is inclined to forget
foreign ancestry, especially negro. He is liable to overstate white
admixture or to insist on absolute race purity. The 162 "pure"
Seminoles and the 129 "mixed" Seminoles of Oklahoma with whom
this paper deals are separated as such with sufficient reason. In the
course of being measured each individual was questioned about
familial relationships, and the statements verified by Campbell's2
abstract of the enrollment census or other documentary evidence of
similar rectitude. The "pure" group is composed of individuals
who show no recorded crossing whatever in their ancestry for four
or five generations, which takes the stock back to Florida and is
advisedly about as far as one can go with any Oklahoma Seminole
genealogy. The "mixed" group designates individuals of mixed
ancestry who possess a known component of foreign blood in their
inheritance.
The removal of the Seminoles to the west gave rise to an increas-
ing tendency toward mixture with other races, which at present
seems to indicate eventual absorption of the pure stock. In Florida
most of their forebears sought out the isolated reaches of the Big
Cypress Swamp for emplacement. Actual contact or propinquity is
perhaps the chief cause of the infiltration of new blood in Oklahoma.
When over 2000 Seminoles were finally settled in the Indian Terri-
tory, a process that required more than twenty years, they had more
than 500 negroes with them. Moreover, they were assigned at first
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to a part of the lands already occupied by the Creeks. This gave
them the common interests of neighbors as well as the conflicts; for
they were all exiles in a certain sense. It is clear that new con-
tacts and different environmental conditions would lead to the break-
down of endogamous marriage customs and promote race mixture.
The modern Oklahoma Seminoles are homogeneous in respect to
economic and social status.
The "mixed" Seminole of Oklahoma can be considered to repre-
sent the product of definite cross-breeding. One may think of the
typical individual of the 129 "mixed" cases as the bearer of one-
half Florida Seminole blood (which may have carried some old
foreign strains) and one-half recently-acquired foreign inheritance
from his western neighbors in the following order of dominance:
Creek, negro, white, and western Indian. For the "pure" Semi-
nole of Oklahoma, of which group 169 cases were studied, little
more can be said except that, from what is indicated by genealogical
evidence, the type carries as many ancient characters as the modern
Florida Seminole.
Vital Statistics
The Seminoles among the Five Civilized Tribes have always
constituted the smallest proportion of the population. Vital statis-
tics that purport to represent their numbers at various times from
mid-eighteenth century in Florida to contemporary Oklahoma are
cited by several authors. Most of the figures are rounded and the
later ones are nearly all traceable to Swanton's'3 exhaustive sum-
mary. From the time when the Seminole nation could be regarded
as a specific entity the population has been subject to increase by
the addition of refugees (mostly Creeks and some negroes). The
best figure for the old or true Seminoles prior to 1800 seems to
be 1500 (exclusive of females) which grows to 4500 (females
included) by 1832, the initial year of removal to the west. The
more modern the estimates are, the greater becomes the difficulty of
separating the pure-bloods from the mixed-bloods. Among the
latter are often included those who became classified as Seminoles
by marrying into the tribe and Freedmen, a term applied to emanci-
pated negro slaves.
The erratic fluctuations to which vital statistics of small popula-
tions are liable, based on the census method and the error contingent
on estimate, are illustrated by figure 1. It depicts the figures for
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1857-1927 in Swanton's"3 Analysis of Indian Office and School-
craft* estimates, federal census reports, and the source material of
numerous early narrators. The broken line represents the reported
population of Seminoles by blood and applies to anyone possessing
enough Seminole blood to be enrolled or counted as such. Both
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males and females are included. The angular nature of the curve
indicates the effect of rounding and the level parts, notably from
1907-1927, suggest a tendency to carry over figures from previous
years. The solid line in the graph represents the number of pure-
bloods wherever any specific figures are quoted. They are un-
doubtedly quite inaccurate. The latest Senate Document of Hear-
ings before a Committee on Indian Affairs4 gives 617 for living
pure-bloods in 1930. In regard to the modern Florida Seminoles
Nash"2 affirms that they are maintaining their number at about 500
with some stability.
* Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, vol. III.
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These data appear inconsistent and confusing. But in summary
we can conclude that the total population of pure-blooded Seminoles
in the United States has declined from well above 4000 to approxi-
mately 600-800 during a little over a century. Practically all of
the depopulation process has taken place in Oklahoma and may be
attributed mostly to exogamous marriage, which has decimated
Seminole blood, and to health conditions.
Table 1 represents an attempt to show to what degree the
"pure" Seminoles have been admixed during the past ninety-odd
years (taking thirty years arbitrarily as the span of one generation).
The reckoning is derived directly from the genealogies of about
eighty families, many of which are connected by consanguinity.
The marriage of two persons not recorded as "pure" Seminoles
automatically places their offspring in the "mixed" category; so
that some comparison can be made between the fertility rates of
the two groups. It will be noted that Creek is the dominant foreign
strain which may seem to nullify the degree of mixture. However,
despite its close relationship, the Creek stock is fundamentally differ-
ent from Seminole and carries more negro characters. The three
generations of both "pure" and "mixed" groups are constructed on
parallel age lines. The people of generation I are practically all
deceased, and those of generation II are aged. But generation III
has an appreciable number of women still in the child-bearing
period, and their record is therefore incomplete. The genealogies
themselves, moreover, suffer from incomplete information more
than anything else, which is indicated by the relative sizes of the
families. One child is reported as the result of a great number of
matings and notably of generation I of the "pure" group. A single
offspring is not typical of Indian marriages, although in the first
generation emigration from Florida may have affected the birth-
rate. It is likely that many Indian-negro matings have not been
recorded. The Seminoles have always shown a more pronounced
sense of race pride than have any of the other Five Civilized Tribes,
and this has recently become more apparent since the unexpected
acquisition of wealth by many members of the tribe due to royalties
from oil lands. It is fair to surmise that a larger proportion of
"pure" Seminole families have slipped over into the "mixed"
group in the course of the three generations than is shown by the
tabulation. If the final facts were known about generation III
the average number of children per mother in the "mixed" group
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would undoubtedly show a margin over the "pure" greater than
one-tenth per cent. All the birth-rates calculated by this procedure
seem inordinately low, but Dr. Aberle* states that 2.0 per mother
compares favorably with the present-day birth-rate of the Indians
in the San Juan pueblo (New Mexico). Figures concerning infant
mortality and general mortality among the Seminoles are so unreli-
able that it is advisable not to enter them in a discussion of vital
statistics.
Physical Descriptiont
The Seminole is inclined to be rather tall, though not among
the tallest of American Indians. The average female is shorter
than the male. Sitting height is short relative to body and leg
length; and he tends to be shorter-legged than the European,
especially in proportionate tibial height. The foot is typically
Indian, long and wide. The arm length is average, but the forearm
is relatively long, even more so than in the usual negro. Hand
length is greater and breadth smaller than among other Indians.
The Seminole cephalic index is mesocephalic (79.8). Width of
face across the zygomatic arches is typically Indian, but not so pro-
nounced as among most tribes of the plains. Facial height is aver-
age, nose mesorrhinic (index-73.0), and the mouth wide. Inter-
ocular breadth is nearer white than negro and there is a moderate
tendency toward the development of an epicanthic fold. The pre-
vailing eye color is dark brown, becoming lighter only in Seminole-
white crosses. Skin color is essentially Indian, a reddish-brown,
but this varies from a light tan to a very dark shade of brown.
In this respect, the females show less variability than the males and
are uniformly darker.
We are primarily interested in anthropometric differences
between the 169 "pure" Seminoles and the 129 "mixed" Seminoles
who provided the material for this survey. In table 2 the males of
both groups are compared with respect to stature height and certain
cranial, body, and limb indices. Averages for the "pure" group are
based on 69 full-blooded males, according to the genealogical
records, nine of whom were not less than one-half Seminole and the
remaining fraction Creek. The constitution of the "mixed" group
* Personal communication.
t A summary of Dr. Krogman's report.
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has been defined previously. Wherever available, measurements
and indices are inserted for Sioux Indians, Jamaica negroes, and old
American whites for purposes of additional comparison.
From the measurements tabulated it is seen that the physical
contrast between the "pure" and "mixed" Seminoles is not marked;
larger series might make them appear more closely related. Krog-
TABLE 2
Pure Mixed American American
Adult Males Seminoles Seminoles Sioux Negro White
~~~~~~(69) * (29)t _ _ _ _ _____ _ _ _
Cephalic index 79.8 80.0 79.6 77.1 77.95
Length-height index 69.4 69.0 68.1 68.3 70.7
Breadth-height index 86.9 86.0 86.3 88.6 90.3
Facial index
nasion-gnathionx 100 84.5 86.0 85.1 87.9 87.6
bi-zygomatic
Standing height 168.7 174.4 173.6 171.9 174.8
Brachial index
forearm x 100 86.1 84.5
arm
Forearm-hand index 73.0 72.7 74.0 75.0
Intermembral index
arm x 100 84.6 80.7 81.1 80.9
leg
* 60 full-bloods and 9 individuals not less than 12 Seminole and the rest Creek.
t 29 individuals: 20 Seminole-Creek, 7 Seminole-White, 2 Seminole-Negro.
man considers the true Seminole characteristics to be essentially
Indian and rather definitive for the Mongoloid type. Where there
are deviations they lie intermediate between white and negro and
somewhat nearer to the former in most cases.
Environmental Conditions
Environmental factors must be considered in a study of this
kind and an examination of the climatic conditions that occur in
Florida and Oklahoma may be helpful in understanding the Semi-
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nole Indians of both regions. This should have a direct bearing
on disease incidence and epidemiology among the two populations.
In Florida the modern Seminoles inhabit the country around
Lake Okechobee and especially southward where the Big Cypress
Swamp lies. The Indians maintain temporary camps and move
about a good deal throughout the year. They have the use of
7.0_
60-
44.0
FIG. 2. Climatic conditions, Florida and Oklahoma.
approximately 126,000 acres of land provided by combined federal
and state authority. In Oklahoma the Seminoles occupy a much
larger area, which comprises about 375,000 acres in the central part
of the state between the north fork of the Canadian river and the
Canadian river itself.
Figure 2 shows in graphical form the year-round conditions of
mean monthly temperature and total rainfall (from data in table 3)
for places where the Seminoles dwell in the two states. The figures
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for Oklahoma are based on government meteorological data taken
at Shawnee in Seminole county over a twenty-year period; those
for Florida are averaged over an eight-year period from measure-
ments collected at Okechobee. Averages for five years at Miami
and Oklahoma City are given to represent the relative humidity.
These values undoubtedly approximate the unknown values for
the localities under discussion.
The temperature and rainfall distributions seem to favor
Florida slightly, but this advantage is almost balanced in the case
of Oklahoma by its uniformly greater relative humidity. When
the relative humidity of Florida is correlated with the mean
temperature by months and is compared with the results of similar
procedure for Oklahoma the following table may be taken as a
summary:
Good Months Fair Months Bad Months
Florida ...... Nov.-Apr. (6) May and Oct. (2) June-Sept. (4)
Oklahoma .... Apr.-June and Oct. (4) July-Sept. (3) Nov.-Mar. (5)
This does not allow for variability, which is indicated by the
slopes of the superimposed temperature and rainfall curves in figure
2. They depict the essential differences between a continental and
a marine type of climate. The Florida station lying in the southern
part of a narrow promontory at an elevation of only 27 feet experi-
ences the warming effects of the sea and seasonal trade winds which
bring an abundance of rain. The most important element is reflected
in the yearly temperature range which is 23.30 less than that of the
Oklahoma station. Shawnee's range of 420 is caused by its more
northerly location by 90 of latitude, and chiefly by its continental
position at an elevation of 1041 feet. In Oklahoma cyclonic storms
and winds out of high-pressure areas preceding alternate low-pres-
sure areas that sweep across the United States in curved pathways
from northwest to northeast during winter, keep the mean tempera-
ture below 400 from December to March. It is the factor of vari-
ability, caused chiefly by the passage of cyclonic storms, that leads
to the conclusion that central Oklahoma offers a better climate for
civilized habitation than southern Florida. The death-rate per
1000 for any age group among the whites calculated over five-year
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periods is systematically greater by about 2.0 to 5.0 for Florida
residents, except in the case of children between 10 and 14 years,
where it is nearly the same and smaller for both states. Some of
the latest actuarial statistics are derived from mortality rates among
the white population in the United States during different periods
from 1900 to 1930, and make possible the assignment of expected
death-rates by regional allocation. On this basis Oklahoma is
assigned 109 deaths and Florida 126 deaths when the expected
number for a definite length of time is 1O0.9
Without collateral evidence such climatic differentiation perhaps
can only be applied secondarily to the Seminoles now dwelling in
the two localities. Accurate information about their mortality rates
is lacking. It is better to investigate disease incidence and endeavor
to learn its contingency on social environment and race contact.
This should produce a conception of health conditions among the
Seminoles of Florida and Oklahoma irrespective of climate and the
true death-rate.
Health
Environmental factors supply the proper preamble to a discus-
sion of the health of the Seminole Indians because they indicate
how great the opportunities may be for infection. The insurance
statistics that give Oklahoma a lower death-rate prediction than
Florida are drawn from careful analysis of data concerning white
people.9 The figures would be different for the negro population,
and so it is not unreasonable to assume that the Indians must be
considered separately. Here there is an hereditary factor of unques-
tioned significance. It is important that we endeavor to learn how
much weight to ascribe to the different physiological constitution of
the Seminole Indian as well as to the environment when his health
record is compared with that of the white man or other races.
It is not possible to derive accurate mortality rates for the Semi-
noles of either Florida or Oklahoma. The question of health, there-
fore, is limited to what information is available on disease incidence
and its care and prevention. Figure 3 shows the case incidence of
various diseases among the "pure" and "mixed" groups of Okla-
homa Seminoles studied during the summer of 1932. The estab-
lishment of these two racial categories has already been described,
and it must be recognized that such procedure may be questioned
because the modern Seminoles bear the heritage of some negro and
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white admixture. The present-day Florida Seminoles undoubtedly
are similar racially to the "pure" group of Oklahoma. Among the
diseases cited, the term "miscellaneous" applies to a number of
entities of insignificant frequency: five cases of paralysis of unknown
origin, four cases of epilepsy, and several additional items with a
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FIG. 3. Disease incidence among the Seminoles.
frequency of three or less, such as gall-stones, arthritis, abdominal
tumors, and others. Under "childhood diseases" are included
principally measles, chicken-pox, scarlet fever, and whooping-cough.
Every subject irrespective of age or sex was questioned about
his or her past health and asked what specific illnesses had been
experienced. The answers were checked wherever possible. This
method of collecting medical information is open to serious error
for which there is no remedy except the reservation of definite con-
clusions based on such material. In many respects the field worker
in dealing with the Indian regarding his health record cannot avoid
the type of inaccuracy that besets an interne in his task of obtaining
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a history from a patient. Moreover, it is the only way of obtaining
such data because hospital records concerning the Seminoles are
inadequate.
The only diseases that show significant differences in incidence
between the "pure" and the "mixed" groups are malaria and
tuberculosis.
"Mixed" Seminoles-14.3% had malaria- 1.7% had tuberculosis
"Pure" Seminoles- 3.7% Cc "c -14.6% " c c
The rest may have some significance (in the unbroken line of
the graph) when compared with the case rates of the Florida Semi-
noles and other tribes. In testing the differences statistically
between the percentages of malaria and tuberculosis in the two
populations, the ratio of difference in incidence to the probable error
of the difference gave a coefficient of 5.4 for malaria and 6.45 for
tuberculosis. Since each of these values is greater than 4.0 the
differences found may be referable to something other than chance
fluctuations arising from sampling.*
Apparently malaria is a term often applied loosely in Oklahoma
to any sort of malaise so that little can be said except that among
the Florida Seminoles it has a much higher frequency. There were
279 cases treated during 1921-1930, a larger number than for any
other disease. This record is taken from Nash"2, who furnishes the
only health data on the Florida Seminoles that can be used for com-
parison, namely, the number of cases of specific diseases treated over
a ten-year period. It is also safe to say that there is more hook-
worm in Florida, 206 cases having received treatment. Not a single
case was reported in Oklahoma. No information could be obtained
about venereal disease.
Our discussion is finally confined to tuberculosis, certainly the
most important disease that has affected the American Indian popu-
lation as a whole. The case rates for the Oklahoma Seminoles can
be vouched for with reasonable surety because every individual
except three of those attesting to infection had undergone hospitali-
zation. It would be well to begin by quoting Nash'2 on tuberculosis
among the Florida Seminoles: "Exclusive of the Five Civilized
Tribes, 1 Indian in 10 on the western reservations has tuberculosis;
in Arizona the death rate from this cause alone is 15 per thousand.
It at once will be evident that this, the greatest scourge of the
* Holzinger, K. J., Statistical Methods, p. 248.
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western Indians, is no problem in Florida. Three cases in 10
years!" This is a remarkable fact, if true. In the population of
291 "pure" and "mixed" Oklahoma Seminoles questioned, 13 or
4.5 per cent reported experience with tuberculosis, 2 cases among
the "mixed" and 11 among the "pure". All of these manifestations
were the pulmonary form except two cases of glandular involve-
ment among the "pure" group.
There is a wealth of literature concerning tuberculosis among
native races, and especially the American Indian. Writing in 1909,
Hrdlicka states, "that the morbidity and mortality from all forms
of tuberculosis among the Indians to-day exceed by far those among
the whites generally; and that their average exceeds even the very
high rate among the American Negroes"; and further, "that the
disease while most prevalent in northern and northwestern U. S.
and in certain regions of Oklahoma, presents no definite distribution
according to territory and climate. Nearly all tribes that have long
been in contact with the whites and that have advanced more or
less in civilization are seriously affected." The last sentence stresses
the effect of social contact and qualifies to some extent the denial
of any geographic distribution of the disease.
The extraordinary record of the Florida Seminoles with tubercu-
losis strengthens the conviction that, in general, opportunity for
infection plays the major role in the rate of incidence. In Florida
the Seminoles had become inured to the Big Cypress country for
many generations before the removal to Indian Territory. And
since that time the swampy terrain has continued to provide the
survivors of the federal expatriation program with a natural pro-
tection against white encroachment. The early generations of white
settlers in both Florida and Oklahoma were presented with environ-
mental conditions, including opportunity for disease infection, that
required adjustment on their part; and similar conditions prevailed
for the Seminoles who were forced to migrate from the Everglades.
No pathologist will deny the multiplicity of form which tuber-
culosis reveals by anatomical change in the various species of animals
which it is known to attack; and that in man both its form and range
of occurrence are relative to geographic locus and racial history.
The difficulty lies in precise correlation. The extensive research
that has been compiled on this problem points to a conclusion that
no race is immune to tuberculosis and that resistance can be built up
only by experience with the disease. Its pathogenesis and the lesions
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produced thereby involve possible bacillus mutations and their effect
upon the variegated physiological constitution of races, the com-
plexity of which is poorly understood. Perhaps we must turn to
the immunologist for final opinion on the whole subject.
Maher"1, in 1929, presented evidence that tuberculosis was not
introduced among the American Indians by white people. It is not
unlikely that they were afflicted with some form of the disease
before the discovery of America. But this fails to disprove that the
white invasion brought types of infectious organisms quite new to
the Indian; and that the altered mode of life with confined emplace-
ment and closer social contacts, which was foisted on him by the
white man, unavoidably increased his susceptibility. Certainly by
some such process disease complexes, by whatever name they may
be called, have been passed on from one race to another.
The low frequency of tuberculosis among the Florida Seminoles
even today emphasizes the importance of isolation along with preser-
vation of native habitus in resistance to (or perhaps avoidance of)
any new etiological agent. Recent studies on the American negroes
indicate that it is the condition of the people, beset by poverty, over-
crowding, and unsanitary conditions that has produced their high
mortality from tuberculosis as much as has the assumed inherent
inability on their part to meet its challenge. In the light of such
conclusions the following statement, written by Hoffman5 in 1896,
requires some revision: "The change in the susceptibility of the
colored race to consumption, if supported by other facts, may be
considered, next to the excess in infant mortality, a distinct race
characteristic, and one which must needs have the most profound
effect upon the numerical as well as the social and moral progress
of the race." From the standpoint of genetics, "distinct race char-
acteristic" is a phrase to be used with extreme caution; and one that
does not seem well applied in respect to a disease like tuberculosis
which exhibits no racial exception whatever. The degree of pre-
dilection appears to depend as much upon other factors as upon race.
The same author6 published an interesting paper in 1928, which
contains probably the most complete summation of the health situa-
tion of the North American Indian as it exists today. Here the mor-
tality frequencies of various diseases are compared with those among
whites and negroes, including infant mortality, which he calls
excessively high, and deaths in pregnancy where the percentage for
the total population is 1.6. We were able to gather little informa-
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tion from the Seminoles about either subject. Along with tubercu-
losis the large incidence of certain pneumonias, which are nearly
twice as common among Indians as among whites, is cited as evi-
dence for greater sensitivity on the part of the former to respiratory
tract infections. Trachoma has often been referred to as a common
affliction among the plains Indians, and Hoffman agrees that it is
"exceedingly prevalent". We tabulated only 3 cases among the
Oklahoma Seminoles. Nash"2 says of the Florida Seminoles, "the
second great Indian scourge (to tuberculosis), trachoma, has never
made its appearance . . . the first case has yet to be reported."
Hoffman7 remarks on the comparative rarity of certain diseases
among the Indians as a whole. Some of those specified are cancer,
diabetes, typhoid fever, appendicitis, and anemia. The trend of
disease frequencies shown by the solid line in figure 3 and the case
rates given by Hoffman7 for the total Indian population show a
general correspondence. Moreover, it does not seem unreasonable
to state that the Oklahoma Seminoles are healthier than most Indian
tribes who have been studied from this point of view, and further,
that the Florida Seminoles may be considered among the healthiest
Indians in the United States. The conclusion appears warranted,
therefore, that the tendency to "mix out" Seminole blood by foreign
intermarriage is a more important cause for the decline in the
number of full-bloods in Oklahoma than increased mortality from
disease.
Table 4 tabulates the state of dentition in adults of "pure" and
"mixed" groups. In the analysis which derived 29.7 per cent
affected teeth for the "pure" group and 25.0 per cent for the
"mixed" group the difference between the two frequencies again can
be proved statistically significant. Missing teeth and filled teeth
were counted as representing caries.
Hoffman' again furnishes pertinent information in a summary
of questionnaires submitted by 153 companies regarding the Indian
as a life insurance risk. Among other things the companies were
asked whether or not discrimination was made between full-bloods
and mixed-bloods. Eighty-three of these organizations either refuse
to insure Indians or could claim no experience. Forty-nine insure
mixed-bloods at large and two do not; twenty-five insure full-
bloods while twenty-four decline; two companies insure only Okla-
homa Indians and four limit opportunities to the Five Civilized
Tribes. Although there is no concerted agreement concerning health
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risk the consensus of opinion favors the mixed-bloods over the pure-
bloods. But only three companies indicated that they had conducted
investigations into Indian death-rates. No statement is given in
reference to what mixture is accorded preference, if any.
Medical Treatment and Health Service
The Division of Medicine and Education, established in 1873
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs,* was in operation four years.
It was then abolished and not revived until 1909. The number of
hospitals and sanatoria maintained by the federal government
exclusively for the Indians has increased from one in 1882 to 79
in 1922 with capacity for over 2000 patients. Apparently this has
not been augmented much since that time. The personnel employed
to carry on war against disease in the interests of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs may be estimated as follows:
Hospital Field Field
Physicians Nurses Employees Matronst Dentists
1909 209 105 292 69 6
1922 208* 100 100 87 7
*All but 56 are on full-time service.
t Field Matrons are practical nurses sent out by the field clerk's office to visit
Indian homes and instruct in sanitation.
During 1911 to 1923 yearly appropriations were increased from
$40,000 to between $200,000 and $373,000. In addition, tribal
funds or individual monies where available were used. Certain of
thesanatoria are specifically for tuberculosis or trachoma, and among
them several schools are operated in conjunction for the education
of recuperating tuberculous children. For the fiscal year 1922
approximately 16,000 individuals were treated, including dispen-
sary and out-patient services, which provided a total of 486,000
relief days.
Although the Five Civilized Tribes are wards of the Indian
Affairs Bureau to a less degree than any other Indians, they are
still fully eligible to benefit from the health service, which is con-
veniently available, since there are more Indians living in Oklahoma
*Information given herewith is taken from Bulletin 11, 1922, and Bulletin
23, 1930, of the Office of Indian Affairs. U. S. Department of Interior.
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than in any other state. Six general hospitals under federal control
are located at Claremore, Talihina, Pawnee, Lawton, Kiowa, and
Concho. At Shawnee a modern tuberculosis sanitarium has been
recently opened, and among its patients 32 tribes from many parts
of the country are represented.
From the foregoing it would appear that the health of the
Oklahoma Seminoles cannot suffer to any great extent from unavail-
able medical facilities. In government surveys of conditions among
the Five Civilized Tribes one finds expressions ofalarmattheappar-
ent decrease in numbers over the past 30 years, which is ascribed to
unsanitary conditions and lack of proper hospitalization. It is diffi-
cult to induce sanitation among the Seminoles, even in families that
have grown wealthy through oil-land ownership. Relief in this
direction is indeed to be recommended. A hospital for the exclusive
use of the Seminole tribe has been suggested. We found in our
field work that many individuals would submit to interrogation and
measurement only on the suggestion that some such outcome might
result from our investigations. The more hospitals there are the
better for almost any community, but one for the Seminoles' sole
accommodation would satisfy an instinctive pride rather than a real
need.
The means provided to protect the Indian's health seem ade-
quate enough in Oklahoma. If there is any fault on the part of
the Indian health service it lies in a policy that is too lax. The
following statement is from the earlier bulletin: "The Indian office
avoids as far as is practicable the application of stringent measures
requiring the Indian to accept recognized medical or surgical
services. . . Through education and with a knowledge of Indian
nature, the workers of the Bureau are gradually and progressively
convincing the Indian people of the value and comfort to be derived
from modern medical and hospital facilities." We encountered
several cases of highly infectious disease at large including three
persons with advanced pulmonary tuberculosis. Of course, such
people are dangerous to their fellows and should be segregated in
a hospital. The government offers free transportation and treat-
ment. It is admitted that there are difficulties in showing the
Indians the advantages of medical examination and hospitalization,
but similar difficulties seem to prevail among civilized people.
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The future for the full-blooded Oklahoma Seminole does not
appear very sanguine, but the tribe as a whole, including mixed-
bloods, is not an inordinately unhealthy group and seems to have
been benefited by miscegenation.
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